IncuCyte™ ZOOM NeuroTrack™ Fluorescent Processing
The NeuroTrackTM Software Module (Cat No 9600-0011) is used to measure the processes of neurons in monoculture or
with fluorescent labeling in co-culture. Unlike high-content imaging systems which require fixation, staining, and endpoint
analysis of cells, the NeuroTrackTM system measures live-cell neurite dynamics over hours, days, or weeks using the
IncuCyteTM ZOOM platform.
NeuroTrack gives the user the ability to tailor Processing Definitions that consistently and effectively analyze a wide range
of neuronal cell types. Optimizing the definitions requires 3 steps: 1) creating an Image Collection, 2) creating a
Processing Definition, and 3) launching an Analysis Job. As illustrated in Figure 1, the data processing flow is separated
into two distinct phases, the Assay Development Phase, and the Established Assay Phase.

Processing

Assay Development Phase
The purpose of this phase is to create a Processing Definition, the method which specifies
how future data will be analyzed. The first step in the Assay Development Phase is to collect
assay data. Next, a small collection of representative images sampled from a range of time
points and conditions used in the assay is selected to be part of an Image Collection. This
image collection is used to define and test a Processing Definition, where users set the
parameters that will be applied to all images within current and future data sets. One
Processing Definition will likely be required for each cell type and each objective being used.
For neuronal studies, it is likely that a different Processing Definition will be needed for
short-term and long-term assays. The tested, finalized and saved Processing Definition can
then be used for future studies in the Established Assay Phase.

Definition

Established Assay Phase
During this phase, the user applies the previously defined Processing Definition to an image
data set. This can either be performed on a previously acquired image set by launching an
Analysis Job or on a new experiment by setting up an open-ended Analysis Job
(recommended). An open-ended Analysis Job is performed by applying a Processing
Definition to the experiment either at the time of scheduling in the IncuCyteTM ZOOM
Scheduler or any time after the first scan from the Vessel View. In doing so, the IncuCyteTM
ZOOM software will analyze images as they are acquired, allowing users to evaluate their
data in real-time.

NeuroTrackTM Metrics Fluorescent Image Analysis
NeuroTrackTM provides the following set of metrics relevant to the study of neurite dynamics:

Figure 1: Flow chart illustrating
the IncuCyteTM ZOOM assay
development strategy.

1. Neurite Length- The summed length of neurites that extend from the cell bodies

Total Neurite Length (mm/mm2)

Neurite length/cell body cluster count (mm/cell body cluster)

Neurite length/cell body cluster area (mm/mm2)
2. Cell body clusters- An estimation of cell body number or size in an image

Count- (1/mm2)

Area- (mm2/mm2)
3. Branch points- An intersection of two masked neurites in an image

Neurite branch points (1/ mm2)

Branch points/cell body cluster (1/cell body cluster)
NOTE: Metrics are normalized to image area to enable accurate comparisons across
instruments and objectives.
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NeuroTrackTM: Assay Development
Fluorescent Neurite Analysis
Step 1. Creating an Image Collection
1. Collect images of your cells every 2-6 hours until assay completion. A 20x objective is recommended for
NeuroTrack applications to visualize fine neurite structures.
NOTE: When using a 20x objective to collect fluorescent neurite data, it is important to set the collar on the objective to
maximize image quality for the type of plate being used. For example, a collar setting of 1.2 gives the best image quality
when imaging neurites in a TPP or Corning plate. For further information regarding the collar setting on 20x objectives,
please refer to the IncuCyteTM ZOOM manual.

a. If you are using an additional fluorescent
nuclear label, select both fluorescent
channels when setting up scans under
“Channel Selection” in the Schedule
Scan window.
2. To create a new Image Collection, open the
Vessel View for your experiment and find a
representative image that you would like to add.
Click on the “Create or Add to Image Collection”
link under “Analysis Job Utilities”. (Screenshot
1). Neuronal cultures can change morphology
significantly over the course of an assay. Adding
images from early, middle, and late time points
allows neurite analysis at various stages.
3. In the pop-up window, select “NeuroTrack” from
the Analysis Job Type drop-down menu.
4. Click on the “New” button and give a unique name
to the collection.

Screenshot 1: Adding images to an image collection

5. Choose the appropriate channels for neurite
analysis. For example, if you only want to
measure fluorescent neurites, choose the
associated color. If you are using multiple
channels, select the colors that you would like
available for analysis. The same color cannot be
used for both neurite and nuclei analysis.
6. Select “Add” to create collection and add the first
image.
7. Add 2-5 images from various time points to the
newly made image collection by clicking on the
“Create or Add to Image Collection” link
(Screenshot 1). By default, the image collection
named in Step 4 above will now be listed under
the “Existing” button.

Screenshot 2: “New Processing Definition” window
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NOTE: An Image Collection can only contain images taken at the
same magnification. An Image Collection may contain images
from multiple tissue culture vessels. The collection should not
contain too many images as it will prolong the development of the
Processing Definition. 3-6 representative images at different time
points will yield a good collection of your cell population.

Step 2. Creating a Processing Definition
1. Start a New Processing Definition by clicking
on the “New Processing Definition” link within
the Vessel View (Screenshot 1). The “New
Processing Definition” window will appear and
the default “Image Collection” will be that
created in step 1.2 above (Screenshot 2). Click
continue, or use the drop down menu to select
the desired image collection.
2. If processing more than one fluorescent
channel, the “Assign Color Channel” window will
then appear to prompt you to select which
channel will be used for which metric (i.e. Red to
Analyze Color Neurites). Properly assign the
colors to their metrics and click Continue
(Screenshot 3).

Screenshot 3: Prompt box to assign color channels for analysis

3. The NeuroTrackTM Processing Definition Editor
will open displaying the selected Image
Collection from Step 2.1 above (Screenshot 4).
The first image in the Image Collection will be
displayed in the window.
4. The channels which you specified in step 2.2 will
be checked for analysis by default. Ensure the
correct colors are being analyzed.
5. For masking neurites, first optimize Cell Body
Cluster masking by adjusting the threshold
parameters (Screenshot 5). Choose one of the
three algorithms available for generating a cell
body cluster mask. Depending on the strength
of signal, either Adaptive Threshold (high
intensity) or Top-Hat Background Subtraction
(low intensity) are the preferred methods.

Screenshot 4: NeuroTrack Processing Definition Editor

a. Adaptive Threshold: The Adaptive Threshold algorithm automatically determines a local background level
across sections of each processed image.
b. Fixed Threshold: The Fixed Threshold algorithm uses a single threshold level for each image, and is only
useful for assays where the fluorescent intensity of the cell bodies is consistently much higher than the
background.
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c.

Top-Hat Background Subtraction: The
Top-Hat background subtraction evaluates
the background trend and then subtracts the
background from the image. This method
works the best for low-intensity neurons with
uneven background.
i.

ii.

For Top Hat, set the radius to be
larger than the radius of the largest
fluorescent object that you want to
mask. Use the measuring tool
(Ruler in the “Tools” section on the
right) to estimate the distance by
clicking and dragging across the
fluorescent body of interest. A
radius that is set too small may
result in a loss in object detection. A
radius that is set too large can
cause
incorrect
background
estimation and leave patches of
neurites unmasked.

Screenshot 5: Adjusting cell body cluster parameters

For primary and iPSC-derived
neurons, a radius of approximately
20 µm is recommended.

6. Click “Preview”. Select “Preview Current” to view
the quality of your mask on the current image or
“Preview All” to apply to the entire collection
(Screenshot 5).
7. Turn on the cell body cluster mask to see the cell
body segmentation (Screenshot 5).
8. Once the cell-body cluster mask is optimized,
move on to neurite mask optimization.
9. To refine the mask, first set the “Neurite Coarse
Screenshot 6: Adjusting Neurite parameters
Sensitivity” at an optimum threshold. The
“Neurite Coarse Sensitivity” is used to adjust for
brightness. “More” sensitivity (slider at or near 10) should be selected when neurite intensity is low (i.e. red
fluorescence from lentiviral infection). “Less” sensitivity should be used for bright neurites (i.e. antibody staining)
(Screenshot 6).
10. Adjust the “Neurite Fine Sensitivity” slider. This will adjust the ability to detect the finer neurite structures in an
image. Sliding toward “More” will mask the finest neurite structures, while sliding toward “Less” will only mask
the larger neurite structures (Screenshot 6).
11. Adjust the “Neurite Width” parameter based on your neuronal structures. For most primary neurons and iPSC, a
1µm width setting will be sufficient. For neuronal cell lines, such as Neuro2a or PC12, this may need to be
adjusted to 2 or 4µm depending on the neurite thickness (Screenshot 6).
NOTE: These steps are very important to measuring neurite length over the course of your assay. If the cell body
cluster mask covers neurites, those neurites will not be measured. If too many neurites are being masked as cells,
increase the threshold. In the “Cleanup Parameters”, the most commonly used with neurons is the parameter “min cell
width.” Increase the value to exclude thicker neurites being masked as cell bodies.
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12. Click “Preview Current” to evaluate the refined mask on the image you are viewing. Click “Preview All” to evaluate
the refined mask on all images in the collection (Screenshot 6).
13. Turn on the neurite mask and refine the parameters if necessary (Screenshot 6). The zooming tool may help
with this step.
14. Once you have previewed the complete Image Collection and are satisfied with the parameters, save the
Processing Definition (File > Save) and give it a unique name.
a. If you want to mask a nuclear marker, before turning on nuclei analysis, save the processing definition as a
“one-color-only” version of the definition (File > Save). After saving, click the nuclei analysis box and begin
adjustment. After optimizing the nuclear analysis, save the processing definition as a “green” or “red” nuclearlabeled version of the definition (File > Save As).
b. You may choose to save a read-only copy of either processing definition (File>Save as Read Only) to lock
the processing definition for use with subsequent vessels.
15. If you need to modify your processing definition for a new assay (e.g. new cell type, reagents, or density of
neurites), click on “Edit a Processing Definition” link in the Vessel View and make changes. Be sure to preview
your latest changes before saving. After you are satisfied with your changes, choose File > Save to replace the
original definition, or File > Save As to save a new processing definition and keep the original.
NOTE: A Processing Definition can only be modified for a new assay if the new assay is imaged at the same magnification (i.e.
you may only preview image collections taken at the same magnification as the image collection chosen in Screenshot 2).

NeuroTrackTM: Established Assay Phase
Launching an Analysis Job
Once you have optimized and saved your Processing Definition, the final step is to launch your analysis job and process
your data. This can be done in one of two ways.
Option 1. (Recommended) Launch an Analysis Job at
the time of Vessel Scheduling
1. Add a New Vessel in the appropriate tray location.
2. Under the “Scan Setup” tab, select the appropriate
channels required for imaging under “Channel
Selection” (i.e. Phase and Red).
3. Under “Analysis Job Setup”, select “NeuroTrack” for
Job Type.
4. Next, select your “Processing Definition” from the
dropdown menu (Screenshot 7).
5. Name your Analysis Job and add notes.
6. Under “Properties” tab, name your vessel and add
notes.
7. Determine the frequency of scans on the timeline and
click “Apply”. Data will be processed following each
scan, providing NeuroTrack™ metrics as images are
acquired.

Screenshot 7: Launching an Analysis Job at the Time of Vessel
Scheduling
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Option 2. Launch an Analysis Job for an existing vessel
1. Open the Vessel View for the vessel you wish to analyze.
2. Click “Launch New Analysis Job” under “Analysis Job
Utilities” (Screenshot 8).
3. In the “Launch Analysis Job” pop-up window, select
“NeuroTrack” for Job Type in the upper left.
4. Choose the “Processing Definition” you wish to use
from the drop down menu (Screenshot 8).
5. Assign a unique name to the Job.
6. Select “Time Range”, “Single Time”, or “Open Ended”
to determine the timeframe of analysis.
i. For “Time Range”, select the desired start and
end time for your scans of interest.
ii. For “Single Time”, designate the time point you
wish to analyze.
iii. For “Open Ended”, designate the start time.
Images will continue to be acquired and
analyzed until you remove the vessel from the
schedule.
7. Select the wells you wish to analyze and click “OK”.

Screenshot 8: Launch an Analysis Job for an existing vessel
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Cell Body Cluster Parameters, Cleanup, and Filters: Fluorescent Image Analysis
Parameters
Color: Choose which channel corresponds to the cell body and neurites
Adaptive Threshold: A local background level (LBL) of fluorescent intensity is automatically determined across each processed image.
Threshold Adjustment: A threshold is set at this value above (if positive) the LBL in calibrated fluorescence units. Any object that is not
higher than the background by this value will be excluded from the mask. The threshold is never set below (negative) the LBL.
Fixed Threshold: A single threshold level in calibrated fluorescence units is used across the image, so all objects below this level will
be excluded.
Top Hat: A background trend across the image is estimated and then subtracted. This method works best for low-density objects.
Radius: A distance from the center of an object to the background pixels plus about 30% of its length. In case of non-circular objects,
the smaller distance is measured.
Threshold: Objects higher than the background by this amount will be included in the mask.
Cleanup
Hole Fill: Masks any holes smaller than the given size in the cell body cluster mask. This parameter is never changed from 0 for
NeuroTrack assays.
Adjust Size: Adjusts the size of the cell body cluster mask in pixels by either shrinking the mask (if negative) or growing the mask (if
positive).
Min Cell Width: Defines the size at which cell bodies transition into neurites. 7-8 µm is common for primary/iPSC-derived cells, and 1418 µm for immortalized cell lines.
Filter
Cell Body Cluster Filter: Defines a range of sizes that the cell body cluster can be, and eliminates clusters that lie outside this range.
60-80 µm2 is a common minimum filter for primary/iPSC-derived cells, and ~300 µm2 for immortalized cell lines.

Neurite Parameters: Fluorescent Image Analysis
Neurite Fine Sensitivity: Adjusts the sensitivity to alter detection of very fine neurite structures.
Neurite Course Sensitivity: Adjusts masking based on the brightness of the fluorescent label used. 10 is generally a good level for low
contrast, red, kinetic labels while a lower value may be needed for bright labels such as green end-point stains.
Neurite Width: Tunes the detection to the given width of neurite. 1 µm is a good starting point for primary/iPSC-derived neurons while 2
µm is preferred for immortalized cell lines.
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